
 

 

Board of Trustees 

Massachusetts Virtual Academy at Greenfield 

Commonwealth Virtual School 

278 Main Street, Suite 205, Greenfield MA  
 

Meeting Minutes – November 7, 2016  
 

Present: Trustees; Christina Powell (CP); Daryl Essensa, (DE); John Lunt, (JL), Ruth Ellen Verrock-O’Loughlin; 

Ed Berlin, (EB) 

Also Present: Judy Houle, Interim Executive Director (JH); Jessie Thoman, (JT) K12; Director of Curriculum, 

Instruction & Digital Learning; Justin Martin, (JM) Martin & Associates; David Lockwood (DL), TMS 

CEO. 

Call In:  Sarah Berger (SB), K12 
 

 
 

I. Call to Order 

 With a quorum present meeting called to order at 6:12 PM 
 

II. Executive Director Search 

TMS – David Lockwood CEO of TMS – Provided a background of TMS and their start up. Background in 

Executive Director search. TMS is very familiar with process of searches; but the Executive Director search is 

new to them. Individual on the project would have extensive background even though TMS does not.  

 

Discussion – EB, Timetable middle of May. DL, this is negotiable for adjusting the timeline. Efficiency is key. 

Short end, more aggressive would be February Finalists. EB, is there a good timeframe for this search? DL, don’t 

short change sending feelers out long enough so candidates can respond. Approval process needs to be discussed 

to possibly narrow the window. JL, the way the contracts seem to move January is key as to whether other 

contracts would be negotiated. One additional burst towards the end of the school year. If we plan to do January, 

we will need to shorten the process. DL, we can adjust this type of process. DE, how many searches has the lead 

conducted? DL, approximately 2 or 3. DE, the cost is broad. DL, there are no additional cost after this price. All 

expenses are included. (travel, food, lodging, food expenses TMS does, Only variation advertising $3000-$5000; 

we budgeted $4000, could possibly need additional funds if it goes beyond. The benefit is that there are no 

additional costs, just potentially advertising if it goes above $4000. DE, where are you typically advertising for 

$4000? DL, (schoolspring, EDWeek) depends on the person we are looking for. JL, how would you handle 

different stakeholders? DL, search requires facilitation of this entire process. It is very similar to what we do every 

day. Organizing and using input from admin, BOT, teachers, staff. DE, how available will the consultant be? DL, 

there are 3 (Andy Paquette, Chris & DL). DL, never exceeded in ten years the original cost of a project. EB, if 

we spend less do we get some back? DL, no the price is exactly as quoted in the proposal. DE, will we share the 

work with the search committee? DL, designated point person (likely Chris) but the three of us are available. EB, 

any advantage to hiring TMS since we have CF and JH here? DL, at the end of the day it would be the same 

explanation provided whether JH/CF were here already or not. JL, do you have someone in mind for the point 

person? DL, likely to be Chris or David Lockwood. Team approach. JL, what part is the most important for 

building a group to search? DL, the team designated in the last paragraph (admin, teachers, parents, BOT) need 

to have time and interest and respect of peers. DE, review of applicants (search committee will widdle down to 3 

and then send them to us?) DL, search committee will widdle down criteria and provide several candidates and 

then provide 3 finalists to the BOT. CP, how will you collect info from families? DL, since virtual school we will 

put together an initial survey of sorts and have everyone provide input. CP, grant access to a classroom to have 

families come in and provide information. RV, reviewing website and various case studies which would be the 

hallmark of your success? DL, work we did there was a testimate to the Winchendon Public Schools. Fiscal 

improprieties with a shortfall of millions of dollars. State had to bail the school out. TMS was hired just it was 

breaking to mentor the business manager. Superintendent released the business manager and took TMS on full 

time. First year we did 3000 hours and did not bill a single extra dollar. TMS went through and at the end of the 

first full year the school came in on budget and the town did not. No significant findings in the school for audit. 

(all done within 15 months) end of 2nd year they went in a different route, but the report was done again and it 



 

 

came in on budget. DL, consider the work we already do here in your decision. Fixed cost, no guesswork. Timeline 

is subject to your approval.  

 

 

Martin & Associates -  

 

Provided a background of Martin & Associates. A year ago they started executive searches because the team 

internally was interested in it. Work with several people in our office (attorney, HR, myself and D Miller). JL, 

how many have you done? (6 as Martin & Associates). DE, who would be point person? JM would be the point 

person because he knows us well. Start with internal work to find the candidate profile (salary, strengths, type of 

person) JL, were all six successful? JM, yes, most recent was in Thompson CT. BOT from Thompson was very 

pleased with the person they now have. Thompson will be looking for superintendent and are using Martin & 

Associates. JL, how are you different at approaching this? JM, our approach is to seek out candidates that might 

be willing to come to the school. Knowing reputations of people in many areas, building the networks, using 

communication to find out who is willing to make the move. JL, what do we need? JM, we need to have someone 

who is dynamic and sees it as a challenge to take it to the next step. Charter school leaders have a lot of the traits 

that we need, may be something to look at. Maybe someone who is good at the political side. JL, Drive and 

Experience, which would you choose? Drive, want someone who wants to make it great. DE, you feel like you 

can get this? JM, yes. EB, structure of search committee and working with the BOT? JM, MAVA is different 

where we may want just the BOT on the search committee. DE, would we survey the parents Sarah Berger (SB), 

K12/staff? JM, yes, both. Staff focus group (separate group, alone with no admin team). DE, how well have you 

fallen into the price range? (hourly). JM, May only need 100 hours, depending on how quickly we find that next 

person. JM, hourly is the way to go. JL, what was average cost out of the six. $12,000, plus advertising ($2000) 

(approximately $14,000). DE, how long do the searches take? Some take a year, others are a month to six weeks. 

DE, do you think we have potential to find the right person quickly? JM, yes, I think MAVA is highly attractive 

moreso then you might believe.  

 

Discussion of presentations: EB, money should not be the issue. They are comparable. JL, David talked a lot 

about process. JM talked about fit and the right person. CP, JM has had a hard time following contracts. Not 

willing to collaborate. DE, getting this right it is critical. DESE must respect this next person. DE, JM has done a 

great job for a long time. DE, concerned for TMS because the point person seems to have a lot going on. DE, 

currently we have the right person leading us and we need that same for the next person. CP, transition with CT 

leaving was not good. JM was not willing to do the things asked. JL, does BOT want to be involved from 

beginning or wait until candidates are narrowed down? CP, BOT needs to be involved. EB, BOT has too much 

work to do; need more BOT Members. RV, no, we have a lot of work to do. DE, no, but it is important that we 

have a comprehensive approach to the new leader. Controlled but genuine search. Chair would like to be involved 

from start to finish. JL, conflicted about this. Do not want to be outside of this fully, but not fully involved. JH, 

people in the pool may not want to have their employer knowing they are searching for alternate employers. JH, 

BOT is driving the bus; create the search committee. This should be done ASAP. EB, always been something that 

did not work for him. EB, JM has many contacts that he can get out to us. DE, BOT needs to sit down with Martin 

& Associates to discuss their roll.  

 

JL 1st, DE 2nd moves that we hire Martin & Associates to assist us with the Exective Director Search.  

Yes: 3, No: 2; No abstentions 

  

Special meeting needed to discuss the process on November 14, 2016. JM will be invited to discuss. DE will take 

minutes.  

 

III. Review and Approval of Minutes from October 17, 2016  

 

Tabled until next meeting 

 

IV. Public Comment – 

 



 

 

V. Reports  

a. Chair 
 

1. Proposal for extra time for Business Manager-  
Adding a 4th day to CF’s schedule. 

JL 1st, EB 2nd  moves that we emplower the chairperson to execute the contract with TMS for adding a 4th day to her schedule. Motion passed, unanimous.  

Discussion – CF also does HR and Accounts Receivable. Adding that 4th day is necessary and critical. DE, this goes through the rest of the school year.   
 

b. Subcommittees 
 

- Finance 

 

 

 
 

- Academic Review 

 

 

 
 

- Marketing 

 

 

- Technology/Blended Learning 

 

 

c. Executive Director 

1. Executive Director Job Description 

SL Team discussed the ED description. JH, misperception of what we are in the community. We need 

someone who understands school law, apply it and how it is different then MAVA. Understands budget and 

policy. Concerned about Legal Liability for us. ED needs to be able to review and protect us with this. JL, 

address the holes and provide specifics and prioritize this for us. Liason between BOT/DESE and school. DE, 

thanked JH for the prompt ED job description. 

 

 

2  Educator Evaluation Guide 

3. Discussion of Calendar – April 3rd is MCAS conflict on our calendar. November 23 is the day prior to 

Thanksgiving.  

 

DE 1st JL 2nd, motion to amend the calendar to reflect a day off of school for November 23rd and replace that 

day off with April 3, 2017, as a full day student/teacher day. 
   

VI. New Business 

 

VII. Executive Session –  
 

 

NEXT MEETING       
 

JL 1st, EB 2nd, motion to table the rest of the agenda until next meeting. 

 

VIII. Adjournment 

EB moved to adjourn; JL 2nd; meeting adjourned at 8:42 p.m. 


